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Moore endorses state construction plan
By Bob Bond

Utm

University President Hollis A. Moore Jr. recently endorsed a new design and
construction plan for university buildings that was proposed by the Ohio Board
of Regents which could result in substantial savings in future University building
costs.
The plan, which was issued in a report by Board of Regents member Donald
L. Huber of Dayton, will remove the Board of Regents, the Office of Budget and
Management, the Legislative Budget Office and the State Controlling Board from
the administration of appropriated construction funds for state colleges and
universities.
The proposal will place full responsibility for design and construction of
buildings in the hands of the State Architect's office and the Division of Public
Works with the assistance of state colleges and universities. The plan could save
as much as SIS million a year at the current rate of construction in Ohio,
according to Huber. a former University trustee.
MOORE SAID he believes the plan is a thoughtful analysis of the problem of
using construction costs. He said by reducing the amount of agencies involved in
construction planning, substantial savings could be experienced by the

University in future building projects.
"I believe when any element of government voluntarily cuts back its level of
involvement to save cost,.it is significant", Moore said.
He stated the University could save approximately 10 per cent in future
construction projects if the plan is passed by Ohio's legislature.
If passed by the legislature, the plan may be applied to the construction of the
proposed University Science complex and othei future projects, Moore said, but
not to the plans for the recreation building ot the music building because these
plans are already in progress and also because the Recreation Center is not being
funded by the state.
Moore said he believes the proposed plan is a good first step to cut back costs
in construction planning costs and will add to the accountability of state
agencies with the voluntary cutbacks.
"YOU DONT create more accountability by having three agencies doing the
same thing." Moore said, referring to the present system where construction
plans go through a S4-step piocess before actual construction begins.
"There is some risk involved that the legislature will not pass the bill." he said,
adding he believes the "chances of it becoming reality are. at best. even.
"I just now hope that the legislature will see the wisdom of the plan and save
the taxpayers some money."
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Bill allows for student trustees
By Rode Ross
Staff Writer

Ohio House Bill •»'»>. which would
seat two students on the board of
trustees at every Ohio state university,
has little chance of passage this year,
according to Rep. Michael P. Stinziano
(D-Columbus). sponsor of the bill.
However, chances are good for passage
of the bill nexl session "if students get
behind the legislation," he said.
Ai present the bill is logjammed in a
subcommittee of the House Education
Committee where the queslions of
voting privileges of the proposed
student trustees and the possibility of
placing faculty members as trustees are
being debated.
Stinziano said he will reintroduce
the hill after the November election
and if the bill gels as much support as
Ohio House Kill 335 did from
students, it would be approved by the
legislature. House Bill 335 would allow
boards of trustees to set up a legal aid
program foi students.
HERE, however, much opposition

ID plea

to seating students on the Board of
Trustees exists. According to Charles
E. Shanklin. piesident of the Board of
Trustees, the current members of the
Board of Trustees are "people without
conflict of interesl in any way."
Shanklin said il would be "wholly
inappropriate" foi a student to be a
board member because the Board of
Trustees makes decisions which would
place the student in a conflict of
interesl. such as the hiring and firing
of faculty and the manipulation of
fees.
Other umveisities have tried having
a student on their boards of trustees,
but in doing so, Shanklin said, have
"ignored a basic conflict of interest."
These universities have been forced
"to listen to the students; Bowling
Green doesn't need this." Our Board
of Truslees, Shanklin said, is open lo
any students who wish lo speak to us.
BECAUSE OF CONFLICT of
inlerest, Shanklin said "a student
lining on our Board cf Trustees
wouldn't be particularly helpful in

making decisions." Only when (lie
student body has been ignored in
making decisions, he said, would a
mandatory
student
trustee
be
required.
Universily President Hollis A.
Moore Jr. also is opposed lo a
mandaloiy student tnistee. saying he
is "totally against it."
A law placing students on the
board, Moore said, would open llie
way for other distinct groups 10
demand equal representation on the
board. Moore said he is not opposed lo
having the governor appoint a sludenl
or any other citizen to the Board of
Trustees, but due to Conflict of
interest, the student would have lo
leave the meeling when a vote of
almost any naluie arose, making the
present representative lo (he hoard
more influential. Thus, a student mi
the board would be impractical and
ineffective, said Moore.
HOUSE BILL 335, was recently
passed by the Ohio Senate and scm to
Gov. Rhodes foi his approval.

Kathy L. GilliUnd. junior, b seen here pedd-pushing her way to the Administration
BWg to pick up her student validation card. As it turns out she couldn't get It
because of inadequate identification. Don't worry Kathy, we know who you are.
(Newsphoto by Larry Lambert)

Expectations of Rhodes' action are
divided, with the bill's sponsor.
Stinziano. saying "I think hell sign
it " Dr. Moore, however, said the
reports he has been getting from
Columbus indicate the governor would
velo the hill.
Asked what the board would do if
the legal aid bill were passed, Shanklin
replied thai personally he is in favor of
any legal aid program, but first lie
would have lo study the provisions of
(he bill. Only if the bill provided for
quality legal service, lie said, would he
then
consider
supporting
the
impleincnlalion of the bill.

An onlooker of the city's Bicentennial parade last Saturday
stares intently as the floats and bands pass by. It seems she
wanted to be one up on every other viewer as she chose the top
of BGECO Teachers' Store front as her seat. (Newsphoto by
Larry Lambert)

Parking garage plan studied
By Brenda Mori!
Staff Reporter
Ounces are if you drive a car.
you've had trouble finding a parking
place near your destination on
campus. If you haven'I noticed the
congestion this summer, you ceitainly
will notice it during the regular school
year.
Universily
officials.
having
recognized the problem, have arranged
to have Parking Lot 12, north of the
cemetery by the IET building,
extended east to Willaid Street. This
will provide for over 20X new paved
parking spaces. University Vice
President of Operations George
Postich said. The addition should be
completed in time for use fall quarter,
he said.
However,
Postich
and other
University officials suggest a possibility
of constructing a multi-level parking
garage mi campus to help relieve the
parking congestion.
"THERE IS a definite interest on
my part," Postich said. "The president
has asked me to look into the
possibility, and we have looked into
it."
Poslich and two other University
officials made a trip to Ohio State
University last fall and Postich said
they
came
back
to campus
"enthusiastic about the idea with loads
of information."
However, Postich said the problem

is money. It would Cost an estimated
$2,500 to S3.000 I or each space, he
said. Most of the time the stale will
not piovide resources lor genciah/cd
parking facilities, so Ihf school would
have to raise tlie revenue itself. This
would entail selling bonds and going
into debt, using money from gerreral
fees paid by students or directly
charging people who used the parking
garage for their privilege, he said.
Anothei pioblem. Postich said, is in
placing the garage in an available place
best suited to serve the public. A
location which had been consideied in
the past was Paiking Area A behind
Html Hall on the south end of
campus. An advantage to this area is
its closeness to the heart of campus. A
disadvantage is a high rise structure
would block the area from service and
fire vehicle*
PUBLIC IMAGE also enters the
picture, Postich said. "Some have said.
'Why sink $2 million into a building
for parking when you need it
elsewhere'''." Postich said many
people think there is enough land in
Bowling Green to provide for adequate
paved lots. Unfortunately, he said, we
don't have the space wheie we need it,
Roland Y. Engler, the University
architect, agreed with Postich's cost
estimate, but added that the cost
could easily go as high as $5,000 to
$7,000 a space, depending on how
decorative the building would be.
Engler said any work done toward
building a parking complex has been

purely mvesiigative and currently has
conic to a standstill.
About building a parking garage, the
architect said. "I think it's down the
iiad ■ piece. I don'l ilunk it will
happen in the next couple of years if
we do proceed on it "
But if there is enough interest,
1-ngU'i said he does tcel a niulli-level
garage is a fuluie possihilily.
President
Hollis
A
Mooie
responded. "Well, there's always an
Interest, Everyone wants to drive right
up lo the dooi. We don'l walk much in
this life anymore."
MOORE SAID there is especially a
need for additional paiking facilities
near University Hall and the Student
Union foi the general public and
commuter students who come for
plays and other activities.
Such a high rise paiking stiucture
would have to be financed by the users
of the facility. Moore said. General
fees are allocated in enough areas
already, especially with the added cost
of the new Recreation Center being
built.
A considerable percentage of users
would he non-student, the president
said. If general fees were used lo
finance the complex, only students
would be paying for it. Moore said he
did not feel this was a satisfactory
arrangement.
Because of finance problems. Moore
said, "in our thinking, it (a parking
garage) doesn't seem to be eminent."

Warranty law may be working against consumers
By Erie R. Chabrow
Special Assignments Writer
America's Bicentennial Sunday also marks the first anniversary of a federal
law designed to improve warranty protection for consumers. However,
government, industry, and consumer officials who deal with the law have mixed
reaction to its effectiveness.
A government official says the law ridded from the marketplace of warranties
that manufacturers could not stand behind. An industry spokesman terms the
law inflexible and says federal officials' interpretations too broad and general.
A Better Business Bureau officer says he believes the law is having the
opposite effect intended-providing less warranty protection for the consumer.
* Since last July 4, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) established three
provisions lo enforce the law, known as the Magnuson-Moss Act. The provisions
state:
-Tie-in clauses on warranties are prohibited. For example, a manufacturer of
vacuum cleaners cannot void a warranty because a consumer failed to use a
specified bag with the unit;
-Disclaimer of a warranty is prohibited. If a consumer describes a use for a
product, a seller must provide the product that fits the description. Moreover,
the seller must abide by the warranty, and
-Warranties must be designated as either full or limited warranties. If it is a
limited warranty, the manufacturer or seller must explain what is covered under
the warranty in language a consumer can understand.
THE FTC ALSO will be establishing provisions by Jan. 1 that will require
sellers to display warranties with the products.
John Howard. Toledo Better Business Bureau vice president, says some

manufacturers are reducing the length of warranty protection because of the
Magnuson-Moss Act. He suggests these manufacturers, instead of conforming
with the tighter provisions of the law, partially circumvent the act by providing
less or no warranty protection.
"It seems like whenever we get protected we end up paying for it," he says.
"The consumer always pays for it."
But Christian White, FTC assistant director of special statutes, says Howard's
observation of the act's effectiveness is incorrect.
"It's ridiculous to base thai kind of (warranty) change on the statute,"White
says. "There isn't anything in the statute to produce a warranty cut back.
"THERE ARE EXAMPLES of misleading warranties being dropped."
Nevertheless, the Better Business Bureau cited three examples of warranty
protection reduction since the law's enactment. The bureau says RCA, on its
cdor television sets, "chopped warranty periods from one and two years to a
flat 90 days."
Moreover, a bureau newsletter states, "the newly manufactured Seaty
Posturepedic (mattress) bought in sets, now is guaranteed for 15 years less than a
set made in June. Other mattress makers are expected to follow.
"The giant Whirlpod Corp., for one, has chopped washer and dryer warranties
from two years to one year."
However, White says the RCA warranty reduction had nothing to do with the
act. He says the recession has hit many industries; therefore, they have reduced
warranties to save money and not to circumvent the law.
A Whirlpool official in Benton Harbor, Mich., says it is a coincidence that
Whirlpool reduced its warranty length last year.
Warren Bauer. Whirlpod customer relations manager, says the Magnuson-Moss
Act required the appliance manufacturer to review its warranties. Therefore,

DIRT DAMAGE

when Whirlpool decided independently to reduce the warranty length, it chose
July 4,1975 as the effective date.
WHITE AGREES with the bureau that the reduction in the Sealy warranty
could be attributed to the act. He says, though, consumers had problems with
Sealy's warranties before the act was enacted. He says Sealy would often refer
dissatisfied consumers to the dealer, who is not legally obligated to fulfill
warranty guarantees.
Sealy officials were unavailable for comment.
James Carty, National Association of Manufacturers regulations task force
coordinator, says the FTC rules enforcing the act are loo broad and general to
cover every product.
Before the act. Carty says, manufacturers took advantage of a product's
strength and weakness in establishing a warranty. Now, he says the law does not
take into account the differences between products, therefore, manufacturers
offer limited warranties when they used to provide full warranties.
Carty says he does not believe manufacturers are reducing warranty
protection because the consumer now has a better understanding of Its
provisions and may take advantage of it more often.
"They (manufacturers) are reacting to the inflexibility to legislation and rules
and regulations of the commission," Carty says, explaining some of the
reductions in warranty protection.
BECAUSE MORE consumers may now take advantage of warranties, it will
cost manufacturers more money. And Carty says a portion of the cost will be
passed along to consumers through higher priced products.
"Anytime you put a requirement on something, that costs money," Carty
says. Manufacturers "put it on the price of a product. It is part of doing
business. But competition keeps prices down."
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parking garage:
an expensive project
Hefting on the campus of Bowling Green State University for
many appears to be a terminal problem, especially during the regular
school year. Students frequently are late for courses because they are
unatfpyto find parking spaces near where they attend class.
The problem is not unique to Bowling Green. Nevertheless, the
university should take steps to treat the problem. However, in
seeking a solution, University officials should be extremely careful
hovO funds are to be spent.
An idea that is now circulating among administrators is the
corpjtniction of a parking garage. Proponents argue a multi-level
facility could provide adequate parking for students, staff, and
ini«ts. George Postich, operations vice president, told the News'
Brebda Motil that "there is a definite interest on my part. The
praaklent has asked me to look into the possibility, and we have
lodked into it.'"
One location suggested for the parking facility would be where
Lot A, behind Hanna Hall, now is situated. The Lot A locale is
centrally located and thus conventiently situated near many
classroom buildings and the Union. Moreover, it is easy for visitors to
find.
But Postich and other university administrators point out many of
the fall backs to a parking garage.
First, the Lot A proposal would block the area from emergency
and service vehicles. Second, and probably the most important
reason, is funding the facility's construction.
Postich estimates it would cost between $2,500 and $3,000 a
space to build a 500-car multi-level parking garage. A conservative
estimate, therefore, would be $1.25 million for the facility.
University architect Roland Y. Engler says the cost could run as high
as $7,000 a space, or $3.5 million for a 500-car facility.
President Hollis A. Moore also recognizes the need for a parking
girage. but he too mentions the financial problem. Moore opposes
the use of general fees to pay for the facility because then only
students would be paying for it. If a facility is built, then users
should be charged, he argues.
The News recognizes the need for additional parking spaces on
campus. But we feel a parking garage is not the solution because of
the Financial and environmental impact it would have on the campus
community.
Instead, the university should pursue its present plans to enlarge
Parking Lot 12, north of the cemetery near the IET building as well
as consider the possible expansion of other lots. Moreover, the
University should institute a system that would make it easier for
students and staff members to use car pools.
President Moore's observation of the prospect of parking garage
appear appropriate. He said, "In our thinking, it doesn't seem to be
eminent."

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes and encourages all letters to the editor. Letters'
may comment on other letters, columns, editorials or may address any
subject a student, faculty member or other reader feels the need to comment
on.
'
We ask, however, that all letters remain in good taste and in accord with
ilie laws of libel. No personal attacks on another person will be allowed.
The News maintains the right to edit or reject letters and columns.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten and triple-spaced.
All letters and guest columns must indued the author's name, address and
telephone number and be signed. They can be dropped off or mailed to the
BG News, 106 University Hall. Letters are subject to verification.
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endless defense of credibility

By Bob Bond
Editor
College students
mijoring in
journalism face two chief tasks during
their four years in school, whether
they attend a private or state-funded
university.
The hist and most obvious is
learning the skills of the profession
and gaining enough experience so we
may advance in our careers after
graduation. This is not an easy task
because it requires hard work and long
hours of study as does a college
education in any field.
The second task is trying to
convince the general public that we are
journalists and should be treated as
such.
A peculiar situation has developed
where people have tacked the label
"college" or "student in" before the
term journalism. Granted, we are
college journalists and we are studying
journalism but many people use the
terms in a much different sense.

However, at the week's end I talked
with the head administrator and found
that she had not understood I was
pthenng
the
information
for
publication. She said to me: "I would
like to read your story before it is
printed." She stated she wanted her
organization to be shown in a
favorable light.

I replied that this was not my
obligation because my duty was to
state the facts and it was not within
the ethics of the profession to let her
view the story before publication.
CONVERSATIONS

AND

WASHINGTON-lnventors
of
parlor tames always follow a tested
loimula. Games that sell, they say,
have simple rules, quite a few players,
and allow somebody to win without
making everybody else sore. These
inventors currently are working on tie
Democratic party platform.
As a game form, the platform is
rather nifty. It is shaping up as
sonvetlnng suitable for children of all
ages, as they like to say in the trade,
acceptable to Geotge Wallace and
George McGovetn and eve r ybody in
between, especially Jimmy Carter.
In the past, platforms often have
heed something that candidates run
ftoajj not on. The 1976 Democratic
document is going to be so bland that
nohpdy will be able to tell if Carter is
running on it, around it, or is

anywhere in the vicinity.
From foreign policy to school
busing, from atoms to abortion, or
from health insurance to a healthy
economy, the platform writers , under
Massachusetts
Governor
Michael
Dukakis, have sandpapered away all
the rough edges that splintered the
1972 Democratic convention.
No programmatic Democrat is going
to be ecstatic over this platform. But
almost nobody is going to be mad
enough to quit the game.
That's the beauty part of it, we are
told. A modest price to pay for
holding hands with Jimmy Carter so
he can win the presidency.
A COUPLE OF' examples illustrate
how nice the Democrats are trying to
be to each other this year.
On defense policy, the 153-member
platform committee accepted Sen.
Henry Jackson's demand for a strong

CONSEQUENTLY, MANY students
are being drawn in different directions
resulting in shotgunning of talent. But
this should not be looked upon as a
negative aspect of expansion because
new opportunities are opened for
many more students to develop as
journalists-opportunities
that
previously were not there. Also,
audiences are better served with the
increased amount of media available to
them.
Yes. we do have a long way to go in
our careers, but our age and labels that
we carry should not alter the
perception of our credibility as
journalists.

hooked on scandal
WASHINGTON-It used to be that
you could ruin a politician with two
unnamed sources: now you can do it
with one brazen hooker. And hooker
doesn't seem to be too pungent a word
to use for a woman who insists her
principal employment is sex for
money.
It won't be too hard to come down
on hookers. One of America's
enduring folk stereotypes is the
hooker with the heatt of gold. Among
the rough trade of the cathouses and
the riding academies they cherish the
sentimental doctrine that the right

hooker makes the best and most
faithful of wives. Jesus finds more
good things to say about hookers
than about the editorialists who
denounced them. He also had, if only
by implication, a few kind words for
the millions of us who are the hookers'
customers.
HOOKERS, therefore, have an old
and established place in our society
and a specialized task to perform as do
bankers, street sweepers, doctors and
journalists. That task doesn't include
being the doubtful instruments for the
ruination of their clients' careers.

U.S. military deterrent and harder
bargaining with the Soviets, while
simultaneously ■ honoring Rep. Morris
Udell's call for defense budget cuts.
Vietnam war resisters won't get the
amnesty demanded by antiwar liberals,
but as Carter urged, there will be a
section suggesting "pardons"for such
persons.
School busing gets no kind words
from the platform writers, but also
they did not recommend that it be
banned by Constitutional amendment.
To appease blacks and civil rights
advocates, however, the platform
accepts busing as a judicial "tool of
last reiort," which is about where the
Supreme Court has flung it.
So it goes down the list of issues a
lot of the candidates talked about so
resolutely in the primaries. As the late
Sen. Huey Long might have said, this
platform is going to tighten up
everything that's loose and loosen up

everything that's too tight.
If there is any doubt that the 1976
Democratic platform is being cut to
Carter's measurements, one need only
reflect
on
what
the
drafting
subcommittee was doing just one
month ago.
Back in mid-May, when Carter's
momentum was being slowed by
Frank Church and Jerry Brown, and a
putative Hubert Humphrey candidacy,
the platform blueprinters were being
urged to expand the federal role in
almost every field. Now that Carter no
longer can be stopped, such talk has
ceased too. He said he didn't want a
"Christmas-wish tree" and there's not
going to be one.
It's long been a theory of mine that
someday a candidate like "twice-born"
Jimmy Carter would come along and
electrify the country by holding out
for the original people's platform-the
Ten Commandments.

LETTERS_
It has happened again: students have
bombarded the bookstores, hoping
against hope that they may find used
copies of needed books at reasonably
low prices. Again, they either found
no >used copies or paid unreasonably
high prices for used copies.
It will happen again; at the end of
the term, students will race to the
bookstores, hoping to get a fair price
in return for their used books. Again,
as It is at the end of every term, they
will get next to nothing for the books.
Buying or selling, it's always the
santt: students lose money on books.
Well, we don't have to lose all that
money: there is a way t>- help
oueaelves and others save...the BG
Co-Op way.
The BG Student Co-Op is not a
conventional bookstore; It is an idea
and' a location. The idea: let the

If a criticizer of the college press
would look beyond this stage of
journalism and into the professional
world he would see that mistakes also
are made, there. Therefore, a paper
should not be judged by its label but
should be judged by the personnel
involved
and
the
individual
circumstances.
The college newspaper today does
not enjoy its exclusive position as a
media as it did just a few years ago.
Today, be it at Bowling Green Slate

UnimsityCTPbduck College, journalism
departments are expanding and
offering a greater variety of options
for the journalism student. People can
enter radio, television, magazine or
newspaper sequences which have
broadcast or publication facilities
available.

THE CRUX of the matter is we are
labeled
college journalists
and
sometimes aren't taken seriously until
a person sees in print a quote spoken
freely to us. A quote that we find
afterwards they would not have said
had they realized we would actually
print it. I believe the blame for such
situations cannot be placed on our
Shoulders as journalists in our attempt
to report the facts as we see them or
are told. The blame for not
recognizing us as credible journalists
can only be placed with that
individual.
I view myself as a student learning a
profession and believe that it does not
detract from my ability to report a
story. If I hear a newsworthy quote I
will include it in my story. If the
person did not want the quote to be
known he should never had said it.
A recent personal experience comes
to mind concerning a feature I was
compiling on the operation of an area
public facility. During the entire week
I was visiting this place, much to my
surprise. I was given complete access
to all the information I needed.

democratic platform no repeat of 1972
By J. F. ter Horst

misunderstandings such as this could
be avoided if people only would
accept college journalists for what
they are-journalists. True, we are in
the learning stages of our careers but
that does not detract from our ability
to recognize and report a story.
Admittedly, we do make mistakes.
It is unfortunate that misquotes and
misinterpretations occasionally occur
when covering stories. But the excuse
of being a college publication cannot
justifiably be used.

must pay a membership fee of $1 (that
student set his own fair price for the
is good for life). It is obvious, I think,
used book he is selling, bring all the
that the purpose of the Co-Op is not
books being sold by students under
to make money.
one roof so they can be easily accessed
So, how does the student gain from
by others, and then let those wanting
patronizing the Co-Op? Consider the
the books come in and buy them. This
following example: a book is
all takes place in the Student Co-Op,
located in Rm. 100 of the Centrex
purchased from one of the local
Bldg.
(right
behind
University
bookstores for $10. If it is returned to
Hall...phone 372-0118).
that same bookstore at the end of the
term, the student will usually receive
The Co-Op does not buy books
$4-5 for the book. When the
from students; students sell their
bookstore resells the book, the new
books through the Co-Op. The only
cost involved in selling books through
price will be around $7-8. The same
us is a 5 per cent service charge (ex. if book could be resold by the student
through the Co-Op for $6-7,-retuming
the student sells a book for $5, the
an extra dollar or so to the seller and
Co-Op takes 25 cents of that) to cover
saving the same amount for the buyer.
the cost of rent and other operating
expenses. The Co-Op is run solely by . It may be said that it is only one dollar
but, those dollars add up. (I might add
volunteers so no part of the service
charge goes towards paying salaries. To - that these are conservative estimates
on savings.)
buy books through the Co-Op, on*

Records and handycrafts can also be
sold and bought through the Student
Co-Op. The records (some are older,
some are newer) have been used but
are generally in good shape; they may
be listened to before being purchased.
Prices on albums range from SO cents
to $3.00 each (a few may be hither; as
with books, the price is set by the
seller).
That's the Co-Op story -short and
to the point. The rest is up to you. Do
you think the Co-Op is a worthwhile
organization? Should it continue to
operate? If your answer is 'yes' to each
of the above questions, help us help
you: buy and sell the Co-Op way.
Kathy Kyser, Acting Chairman
BG Student Co-Op
100 Centrex Bldg.
372-0118

The rationale behind this most
trivial of increasingly large scandals is
that public money, taxpayers' money,
is being used for sinful, immoral and
deliciously lascivious purposes. If
every accusation and allegation about
this use of public money is true, the
total sum involved wouldn't buy one
wheel on a B-l bomber. It wouldn't
buy a wing tip.
Let
this growing Washington
se>sex-scandal. as the media have taken
to calling the witch-hunt, continue to
unroll. As it grows and grows and
grows, it will engulf two-thirds of the
male population of the United States
and thereby illustrate a point that
every American over the age of 15 is
perfectly aware of-namely that we are
a people who are monogamous in form
and faithlessly promiscuous in fact.
UNLESS YOU want to turn the
Senate into the House of 100 virgins,
junk the idea that our elected officials
should be our moral exemplars. There
could be no more bizarre test of public
office than sexual purity. Can you
imagine this great and free Republic of
fornicators and adulturers presided
over by a small corps of blue-nosed
magistrates whose only distinction is
that they know no bed nor mate but
their own?
To no inconsiderable degree the
politicians have made themselves

vulnerable
to
being
sexually
blackballed out of public life. They
make sure every piece of their
campaign literature has a picture of
themselves, the little woman, the
darling kids and the family poodle.
They go out of their way to teach the
electorate there is a correlation
between a stolid, solid bourgeois
family man and capacity for public
office. Many a time they beat the
ministers to the pulpits to denounce
depravity in the movies and filth in
literature.
AS A MATTER of policy a prudent
person has to wonder if our tax dollars
might not be best spent on happy
hookers for oui statesmen. Make them
love, not war. Seduce them. They do
less damage abed than they do abroad.
I lii's don't raise taxes or cause serious
mischief when they're in their
pajamas. Conversely, think of the
consequences for world peace if sexual
relief from stress and conflict is denied
them. An angry, horny American
officialdom is a frightful prospect.
When the anti-sexual moral rage is
loose, most of us sinners allow
ourselves to be cowed into kowtowing
toward values we. ourselves, personally
don't hold. The Christen, the
anti-orgasmic
Jeremiahs.
the
sensual-repressives and the Savonarolas
are claiming a universal belief in moral
and behavioral norms that tens of
millions of us don't hold and happily
transgress without guilt. They hog the
stage and we keep quiet. That's okay
for Jerry Ford who has nothing other
than monogamy to recommend him
for the office he holds; but if this, the
least of all virtues, is now to be a sign
of integrity in our politicians, Carl
Albert should convene an all-nude
session
of
the
Home
of
Representatives (house is a dirty word)
and prove they have nothing to hide.
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Prof saw Lebanese struggles firsthand
By Marylynn G. Hewitt
Stiff Reporter
"The Lebanese civil war
is a mix of many, many
contributing
causes.
Although OUT media tend to
repon it and see it as
basically a Moslem versus
Christian
kind
of
conflict-it I tar from that,"
says Dr. Hal Fisher, upon
returning to the United
States from a nine-month
stay in the Middle East.
Fisher,
associate
professor of journalism, was
abroad as a Hays-Fulbright
lecturer.
'"True,"
Fisher
continued, "religion is in it
(the civil war) because the
country was founded on a
religion representation basis
and the country was divided
so the 'bulk of the

government
was
under
Christians. Christians were
in the majority and there
has been no census since the
second year of freedom and
technically that's the way it
should continue.
"But anyone knows, who
has had contact
with
Lebanon, that the Moslems
have multiplied much more
rapidy, and one of the
biggest exports of the
country has been Christians
who have been leaders here
and elsewhere.
"AS A RESULT the
balance has gotten off and
that was the thing that
triggered the civil war, but
that's only ice on top of the
iceburg. Beneath it all are a
series of problems that are
as complex as complexity
can be.
"One, there are the

leaders who came into
power when the country
became independent in
'46-who still rule the
country and will not step
down.
"Two, there was a very
serious economic problem
in that the rich were getting
richer and the poor were
getting
poorer
and
meantime the cost of living
was going up.
"Thirdly, and this may be
the most important, there is
a lot of outside pressure on
Lebanon
because
it
represents an island of a
democratic way of living, of
freedom in an area that is
under domination of one
party states and absolute
monarchs on the one hand
or under domination of
Soviet communism and
socialism on the other hand.

"And so the country is a
battleground now more
than anything else. I think,
foe some kind of democratic
way of life over against the
socialist way of life, and by
my every count I think the
socialist forces are winning.
"At this point it's too
early to tell whether
Lebanon will in fact be
made a part of Syria again,
whether the Arab League
will take it over as a kind of
mandate, or how they will
finally get things settled.
"One thing is certain to
happen in the future-there
is going to be much less
western influence and much
less Christian influence The
Christians are leaving in
droves now. and most
westerners have moved their
businesses elsewhere.
"YOU SEE, we had

Larger IET parking lot planned
By Joe Schriner
Staff writer
Construction
on the
extension of lot 12, which is
next to the Industrial
bducation and Technology
Building, will begin next
week.
It will provide 208 new
parking
spaces
for
on-campus and commuter
students.
Mel R. Jones, director of
Paiking Services, drew up
the lot's plans. Although he
intends to have both the
commuter and student lots
enlarged, he's not sure what
will be the new ratio of
spaces to cars registered
with Parking Services.
"I intend on waiting for
ihe fust week of fall quarter
to draw the new boundary,"
said Jones. "By then well

have a better idea as to
whether more space will be
needed for commuter or
on-campus students."
The tar and chip surface
will cost approximately
$40,000 said Jones. The
new addition will stretch
eastward
along
Mary
Avenue.
However, even with the
208 spaces the new lot will
provide, there may still be
almost twice as many
registered autos than spaces
available.
During the last school
year, 3,394 parking decals
were issued to the faculty
and staff. Existing parkirtg
spaces only accomodate
1,499 cars, he said.
Likewise, there were
3,605 decals issued to
commuter students but
there were only 1.524

parking spaces available to
them. There were 2.4.!0
parking permits issued to
on-campus students and
only 1,364 spaces
There are also 356
metered parking spaces on
campus. Jones added.
Jones said he is Irving to
improve
the
parking
facilities. "My objective foi
our Parking Services is to
make it the best of all
universities." he said.
Besides extending lot 12,
Jones also intends on having
as many lots as possible
Macktopped. The problem
is money.
The Parking Services'
three sources of income are
from vehicle registration,
meter Income, and lines. A
portion of this money is
spent
on
maintenance,

enforcement and parking
signs.
Coupled with this limited
income problem, is the
proposed construction of
the new Recreational and
Music Buildings. Jones said
he feels these new buildings
will eventually need parking
lots also.
"The University will
probably break ground for
both buildings by this fall."
Yet, in the face of these
added
expenses. Jones
remains optimistic.
"We all have to stick
together If the student
body, faculty and staff
would park legally and if we
can get most of the people
to register their cars, it
would make my job a lot
easier. And the Parking
Service's expenses would
also come down."

Service includes historic works
A city-wide Bicentennial worship service will be held at
II a.m. Sunday in the Grand Ballroom, Union.
The service will be held by the Bowling Green Ministerial
Association, a combination of 14 protestant and two
Roman Catholic churches in the area.
The one-hour service will have readings of works by
former Amencan leaders noted for their religious beliefs.
The 10 readings will include the works of Thomas
Jefferson. Abraham Lincoln, and Martin Luther King Jr.
The readings will be done by city residents as well as by
several University faculty members including Donald
Scherer, associate professor of philosophy. Raymond K.
Tucker, professor of speech and Crandall Shifflett. assistant
professor of history.
Rev. John L. Dunham, pastor of the First United
Methodist Church and in charge of the Bicentennial
worship service, said many people have been cooperative in
helping with the service. Dunham said churches have been
working since March preparing the different parts of the

Nursing home sets
Bicentennial event
A special Bicentennial
dinner
is being held
tomorrow for the residents
of the Wood County
Nursing Home, Jan E.
Wliitacre. assistant activities
director for the home, said.
The formal dinner will be
held at noon and is for the
residents and staff of the
home, with special activities
scheduled for entertainment. Winlacre said.
"We wanted something
really
special for our
residents."
she
said.
Activities will include guitar
players providing dinner
music, followed with a
lormal musical presentation

by the Wood County Senior
Citizens' Band. Afterwards
there will be helium baloons
released, coincided with the
setting off of firecrackers.
The dinner also has been
arranged specially, Whitacre
said, and will entail a formal
three-course
luncheon
starting at noon and lasting
until about I I 5 p.m.
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Seniors' pledges surpasses goal
By Bob Bortel
Editor

coin in iiue
composed oi

Graduating seniors of the
class of 1976 participating
in the University's Senior
Challenge giving piogram
have set a pledge record oi
S3I.647. Six hundied and
live seniors have pledged the
amount winch surpasses the
1970 record of $26,423 and
exceeds the class' goal of
$30,000. according to Larry
J. Weiss, assistant direct oi
Of alumni affairs and adviser
to the program.
Initialed in 1970. the
program is a student-run
operation in which seniors
contact other seniors asking
them 10 make five-year
pledges to the University.
Weiss said. The pledges are
designated for special areas
selected by the Senior
Challenge
advisory

membra

• ALL*
FRATERNITY MEN

._ , „

SUMMER RUSH j
We Need Your Help!

•••••••••••*•••*

because they wanted the
results of their funds to be
Visible and not hidden, he
said.
"The seniors wanted lo
do something for future
students-something
that
will be seen," Weiss said.
Hans for the paik include
park benches, a fountain,
additional walkways and
shrubs.

University
Foundation.
Weiss said.
When the pledges are
complete in luKI. the
MIIIOI advisory committee
will meet lo distribute the
fluids
They
will also
teexamine the areas chosen
individually hy the seniors
for pledges lo see if they are
still operable. If not. the
funds will he dislnhuted to
the

THE PLEDGES will be
made on a
live-year
installment plan, the first
payments due in November.
W7. Until the live-year
plan is complete, the mono)
received will be invested by
ihe Bowling Green State

recteaticnal and park

fund. Weiss said.
He added that, with
pledges
from
seniors
giaduating in August and
December, the fund could
exceed $35,000. The largest
pledge received so far is
$500. but most average $50.

major factoi foi Ihe seniors'
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THIS
YEAR'S
3 7 - mo in he i
committee
chose ilnoe areas foi which
to earmark the pledged
funds
which
include
equipment
foi
Ihe
University's
Recreation
Cental lo be completed ui
1977. fundl foi ,i park
between the Business and
Education Bmldiiip and
individual pledges lo oiliei
aieas of ihe University
preferred l»\ Ihe donatOT.
Weiss laid campus-wide
enthusiasm
foi
the
Recreation Cental was ,i
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"Many people are still
hoping
against
hope
Lebanon will open up again.
But meantime forces are at
work to completely break
the backbone
of the
country. The one thing they
haven't been able to do up
to the present is to bicak
her economic backbone

ABORTION
•123.00

*••••••**••••••*

1

service.
The Bicentennial Festival Chorus Program will sing
religious hymns in conjunction with the service. Ushers and
greelers will be dressed in different historical periods
depicting the historical significance of Ihe religious service.

thousands and thousands of
Americans in there-to say
nothing
of
other
nationalities-who
made
Beirut their headquarters
for all kinds of operations
throughout the Middle East,
Africa and parts of Asia
because it was so accessible.
Gradually, they have been
pulling out and going to less
desirable locations-London.
Athens. Rome--where the
cost of living is prohibitive.
Cairo.
where
money
exchange is difficult and
where u is hard to set up
business because of tight
regulations; or Saudi Arabia
where personal freedom is
limited; or Syria, where
there are all kinds of
customs control problems.

STADIUM
PIAIA
CEMTEP

m

Did !
You
Miss
Dollar
Day?
Roy
Rogers
Restaurants
300 East Wooster
Bowling Green

rAMIU
C RESTAURANT
rf
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Parade well attended despite heat—
colorfully decorated floats.
Clowns threw fistfuls of fast
disappearing candy onto the
crowded city sidewalks and
groups posed for any who
appeared to be taking
pictures.
Spectators on curbs and
roof tops returned the
waves and smiles of pretty
festival queens. One young
man perched himself on the
Cla-Zel's neon sign. Some
watched
from
their
apartment windows.
While most merchants
along Main Street had their
stores closed, some sold cold
beverages. One stand set up
along the route sold hot
dogs on a stick. A man

shouting, walking back and
forth in front of the crowd,
advertised
flags
and
Bicentennial souvenirs.

minutes. Trophies and other
awards were given to the
best units and floats.

Two boys dressed in
prison stripes served as
street cleaners who followed
behind the many horses.
Old
fashioned
tall-wheeled bicycles, a
horse drawn wagon with
pioneer dressed occupants,
huge police motorcycles and
Saturday morning's TV
characters, the "Banana
Splits" all added to the
200th birthday celebration
of the United States.
The well organized and
well received parade lasted
one hour and fifteen
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asked "Wonder what it will
be like in another 200
years?"

When the crowd began to
break up in front of the
reviewing stand, the emcee
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By Beverly Rogers
Staff Writer

St.,said his store's business
I decreases considerably when
there is a parade. He said
Several Bowling Green
the supermarket's parking
facilities are blocked by cars
merchants apparently were
d isenchanted
with downtown for the parade.
Bill Mikolic. manager of
Saturday's
Bicentennial
Tom's Tire & Auto Service.
parade because of the
resulting lack of parking 16S S. Main St.. said that
his
business
facilities available for their although
remained open, the parade
customers.
Earl Smith, owner of could hurt his business if a
Smith's Hallmark Card and customer came from outside
Gift Shop, 170 S. Main St., of town and could not find
a parking space.
said he lost more than SO
per cent of his regular
ALTHOUGH
some
business. He said potential
were
customers did not come merchants
downtown to shop because disenchanted with the slack
no parking facilities were in business due to the lack
available.
in parking facilities, several
others said they were
Wayne Smith, of Centre
Super Market. 201 S. Main
pleased because the parade

nad positive impact on their
businesses. Some of these
merchants
were
not
concerned directly with
parking facilities because of
parking space in the rear of
their establishments.
The Country Kitchen.
181 S. Main St.. had a large
number of customers on
Saturday. Owner
Larry
Shaner said that although
parades are great, they hurt
downtown parking facilities.

parking space in the back of
the store.
One
of
the
most
enthusiastic merchants was
Jerry
Liss. owner of
Pisanello's Pizza. 203 N.
Main St. He spent more
than SI 00 on balloons
which read "I'm a Pizza
lover." Liss gave these
balloons away to anyone
who happened to stop by
his store.

Mike McNemey of Gross
Photo. 109 State St., said
the parade helped his
business. He said people
came in to buy film for
their cameras to shoot
pictures of the parade.
McNemey said the shop has

Liss, who was on the
Bicentennial
Parade
Committee, said the biggest
hitch in planning for the
parade
was
finding
convertible autos. He said
local car dealers helped
solve this by contributing
the use of their cars.
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b ports school for kids popular
•

By Brcnd* MotU
Suff Reporter

The kids love it. Univmitv coaches md professionals
I »\lch as Olympic gold medalists Dave Wottle an teaching In
11. The organizers express enthusiasm for its future.
.What is it? The 1976 BGSU Summer Sports School.
In its third year, the sports school, wtiich runs through
luVnmer quarter, consists of three areas with 14 types of
lamps, coordinator Robert C. Moyers said. The first is 10
I ports camps such as basketball, baseball and wrestling.
.THE SECOND has two special workshops, a four-day
trainers session and a two-day cheerleaders dink. The third
I rea is run by the ice arena and contains figure skating and
I he well-established hockey school which is in its seventh
|ear.
Participants or "campers," are rising sixth through
twelfth graders, predominately from northwest Ohio. They
liafe the choice of commuting or living on campus in
rompton Hall for the duration of their stay, which is
lisually five days.
'There are 1,037 campers enrolled, a considerable increase
|>*er last year's total of 607. Moyers said that this year's
l-'iuollment is expected to increase further as registration is
I n>cn until the week of the camp.
'WE ARE PLEASED with the figures (number of campers
l-twolled)," Moyers said. "Our goal this year was 975."
f Moyers said that he would attribute the growth factor to

people being better informed about the sports school. "We
fed that our campers are spreading the word. We feel we
are only scratching the surface and we hope the enrollment
will continue to grow!"" "
The target audience for sports school advertising is
northwest Ohio and alumni, Moyers said.
Moat camps have two instructional periods a day, with a
break for lunch at noon. Evening activities are supervised
by counselors and include putt-putt golf, swimming,
bowling and ping-pong in local establishments, sports
school acting director James B. Plaunt said.
Flaunt said a graduation ceremony is staged at the end of
each session to present each student with a certificate
verifying the successful completion of the course.
THE PURPOSE of the sports school. Plaunt said, "is to
bring students in and expose them to what we feel is the
best coaching in the area."
"The school introduces them to an educational setting
a nd to each other," Plaunt said, "and through all that
hopefully they will be better prepared skill-wise."
Plaunt said that he feels the sports camp experience
improves the participants' social interaction because most
campers live in a dormitory for the first time in their lives.
George Hansen, Jeff Metcalf and Ron Longevitch.all 15
and attending the wrestling sports camp this week, fell that
the school was a worthwhile experience. Aside from the
fact that "the coaches are nice. They work with ya' a lot
and make sure you get it right."

ike oged wine, Stones mellower
.

Review by
Lee Landenbcrger
Staff Writer

Copies of the first Rolling
[ifones album in mote than
,\cai are being slid in and
■Hit of record shops' tacks
|ot about a month.
"Black
and
Blue"
[Rolling
Stones
COC
l"M04) is a compilation of
tracks recorded in Munich
lirior to the 1975 US tour.
I .ike all new Stones albums,
at takes a great deal of
Kiting used to. It presents a
hvellowet
and
more
Introspective side to the
land, a step beyond their
|i»'ual "get out of my way or
III run you over" rock and
Ml sound.
For some listeners this
bHange will mean rejection
had returning to listening to
Jjld copies of "Aftermath"
pnd "Beggar's Banquet."
triers will see it as a change
■<■ the best. For me, dl I
tan say is that the new
blbum has not ventured far
from my turntable.
SIDE ONE leads off with
"riot
Stuff,"
a
disco
kitimber
featuring
some
liueaningless
lyrics,
but
■balanced out by some nice
lead guitar by guest Harvey
IMandel and backed by
■Charlie Watts' pistol-shot
Idiumming. The tune lurches
Ion for five and one half
In'inuies, containing a lot of
■promise but never quite
■delivering.

With the disco sound
being tried out by so many
artists, it is not surprising
that the Stones dso have
attempted it. But don't be
discouraged; the best is yet
to come.
"Hand of Fate" is a good
vehicle
for
the
guitar
playing of another guest,
Wayne Perkins. Perkins was
auditioned as a replacement
for dropout Stone Mick
Taylor, but turned away in
favor of ex-Face member
Ron Wood.
The
blues/rock
licks
displayed on the cut by
Perkins are as good as any
Taylor was ever allowed,
and certainly better than
any Wood is likely to
commit to vinyl. This cut
does not rock, but soars
with great lead guitar and
fine vocals by Mick Jagger.
The only cut not written
by
Jagger
and
Keith
Richard,
"Cheny
Oh
Baby," is good reggae with a
skeletal rhythm. Along with
"Hey Negrita," these tracks
feature some subtle changes
in rhythm and provide
Jagger with the opportunity
to kick out the jams, Latin
American
style.
Nicky
Hopkins and Billy Preston
help out on piano to
produce a couple of cuts
that stand out among the
many attempts at reggae
now being heard.
THE HIGHLIGHT of the
album is "Memory Motel,"
a ballad of the highest order
that is surely the peak in

"Melody"
is
an
expetimental number that is
dominated
by
Preston's
piano, an attempt at an
dmost
nightclub
type
sound. It is another attempt
to try something new and
the Stones pull it off well.
No frenzied rhythms here,
just an easygoing tune to
settle back to.
The single from the
album is "Fool to Cry," a
cut
Jagger
labels
as
"country and western." It is
a ballad and shows more
maturity in the Stones
songwriting. No longer do
they sing about their stupid
girlfriends-now it's tunes
about their families.
Lyrics like "...I set my
daughter on my knee, and
she says, 'Daddy what's
ate certainly a
wrong'

departure from what they
have done previously, but a
welcome look at a maturing
talent.

Pilots, vessels to gather on 4th in NY
NEW YORK (AP)-Elghty
New York harbor pilots will
ht.the key dement for a
smooth arrival of the 16
latftAjiquare-rigged sailing
vessels... 55 warships, and
dozens
of
other
participating vessds in the
July 4th cdebration in New

Classifieds

Capt. William Peterson,
president of the New York
pilots, said the pilots will
begin their work for the
July 4th celebration by
guiding into the harbor the
naval vessels including the
1,039-foot-long
aircraft
carrier
Forreslal
and
clearing the poit of any
merchant ships lhal want to
leave before the pott is
closed to traffic on the
morning of the Fourth.

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Friday, July 2. 1976

OAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Jewish Student Group will meet for Shabbat Services in
Prout Chapel at 6:30 Friday, July 2, 1976.
Tuesday. July 6. 1976
Meeting will be held tor pre-registration volunteers on July
6th at 4 p.m. in McDonald West Cafeteria. Anyone who
can't attend, please stop in the Student Activities Office.
SERVICES OFFERED
PHOT OS-Passport.
1.0.
Applications & Portraits.
Call
Hagar
Studios
353-6885
Eunie's Bar. Happy Hours.
Thurs. 8-12 p.m. 809 S.
Main Street.
Masters Student teaching
private pieato-352-166>,
WANTED
Reliable girl needed as
companion for lively elderly
lady in Cygnet. Free board
and room with bath in nice
ranch home. Write 539
Gramercy
Ave.,
Toledo
43612 or call collect to
(419) 476-6309.
F. Grad. Assis. is looking for
apt. on North side of
campus starting Sept. 13,
1976 with 1 or 3 females,
preferably
seniors
or
graduates. Write to Amy

1
6
10
..
15
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17

ACROSS
Jar* Of I'el.r
Taara
Cacholong
Robin —
Hnifr
Calendar enlrv
Pre-election
happening

19 OMSK
20 FoilhlsMioivr

21 HiiiKilMtiiiii
(ot »hort
23 Onrofihr
Kennedy*
24 Conlme
M
you go
20 Simple
31 Cheering up
33 May.* Heanv
34 I'II11 of I nito

36 A form ol humoi
39 Type*
i: I'lnm- al*o
called inrwxrtwe
t.l Ren I
14 Top-ay * friend
15 Member* of
vedding*
(7 Degree* in
redgvin Abbr
46 "Mof.1 Happy

T

Mehalick 128 Heritage West.
Wilhamsvllle. N.Y. 14221
(716) 688-5574.

34 Cioodacaat
ovarboard
35 Editorial
Abbr
37 Dream Fr
3* Thoee Sp
40 Dane*
41 TillKulen
■piearel. tor one
46
laaa
47 Contrive
46 Misleading
49 Ballot
M Short time, lor
abort
52 Nam* meaning
"pnncvaa'
:•*> Revtae
57 Colorado a
neighbor
56 Singer IkeTur
net'■ partner
59 Fiah
61 Retrain •yU.bk
63 IS veers before
Minting- Rom.

H» Hi... b. Sea port
53 Kartern namr
54 Debu*y opu*
iwiih "Lar'|
Mi Party provender
MI Prof a talk
62 Not anobbiah
64 Markolin|ur>
65 HtrmWV
archery prue
66 Capital of Cuem
67 Siriuan»tght
66 Tunwnal item
69 Heaoktalt
that

DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
-

Matter ol
Sapor
Zola title
Coniinanlal
Rocky creal
C.ei hack
Here Ff
Uenui of plant*
a« the eugar
huah
9 Don* lor Slang
10 "
to Joy'
11 Canape maker.
pt-rhap.
12 Bewildered
H Yorkahir*
city
in Fall mo
22 Narcotk
25 Hiaaad
27 Opponent
-- Sting
29 F.aplorer Taaman
30 Party man
32 Former ruler

FOR RENT
COLORADO
ROCKIES,
Mtn. home for rent, by
week, month. V. Starr, 861
St. Paul, Denver, Colo.
80206, 303/333-3088.
1 bdrm. unfurn. apt. avail,
to rent beginning immed.
a/c, 3rd floor with private
balcony
In
University
Courts.
Util.
pd.
Call
352-5705.
FOR SALE

AWWH TO

SOUND
ASSOCIATES
FOR THE LOWEST price
on
HiFi
components.
Special on infinity columns.
Reg. $510/pr. NOW only
$349/pr. We service all
types of HiFi components.
248
S.
Main.
B.G.
352-3595.

■ ••TO'MW'WS 'JD W 'V TBfS 'Sf 'Sf *,

Hrirjjl
Pljlcs

76Pantyhose

COME TO THE
[ORGANIZATIONAL V
MEETINGS SUN. JULY 11
r-102 Life Science 7:30 pm*
4L
Jf

Jewelry
Windchimes
Seal & Wax
Gift Wrap

Knee Sox
Beits
Lipsticks

- FEATURING Char BrollM StaaKl >nd
enow
Full CourM Family
Oinnar
12 VARIETIES
PANCAKES 4 WAFFLES
Opan Tuav thro Sat. 7i30-«
Sundayl 7:30-7:00

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

♦1.76
Stationery

Scarves
Jewelry
Slippers
Bras

Pot'O'Gloss
Cologne

• Halters-Hats-Half Slips (Reg.6.0010rso) »2.76
• Knit tops-Shorts-Slips

(Reg. 6.00to 12.00, »3.76

• Group of Summer Slacks l*g£g $4.76
• Asst. Spring Sweaters du*iw»»ii.oo)-»5,70
• Summer Acetate-Nylon (Reg.,200) $676
MuMus
• Sleepset-Robe and Gown oteg.12.00) $7.76|
• Blouses-short sleeve prints (Rfi.l6i00) «8 76'
by Arrow
(Reg.
•Slacks-off white Calcutta cloth 18.00) »9.76«
•17.76 Dress Specials
38 dresses-long and short
Reg. '23.00 to '41.00

CHECK ALL OUR SPIRIT OF '76' SALES t

The Powder Puff
Closed Mondoy

Anocittlon.
The brand new 182-foot
pilot boal New York, with
us
gleaming
while
superstructure and the word
PHOT NO. I painted in
large yellow Nock letters on
llie Hack hull, will be evei
present dunnglhe parade of
the tall ships up the
channel. Picking up pilots
from the ships as Ihey come
to anchor and taking them
10 other vessels.

Spirit of "76"Sale

Sororlfy and Fraternity
personnel, are you Interested
In working closely with each
other while meeting new
freshmen and promoting the
Greek System?

412 East Woostvr

York harbor.
Pilots, men with special
knowledge of currents, tides
and hidden menaces 10
ships, have been working
the hatbor from the outer
reaches in the rolling green
seas off Sandy Hook since
New York was founded as
New Amsterdam. In 1694,
they formed their own
professional organizations,
now combined and called
The Sandy Hook Pilots

HDACW

B.G. GREEKS

OR CONTACT
Linda Ogden, 434 Student Services, 372-21 SI

sensitivity of Jaggei/Richard's career. Never have the
Stones'
lyrics been
as
touching and full of Imagery
as here. Musically. Jagger on
concert piano creates a
haunting
harmony
and
Keith is superb on the
background vocals, despite
his less than superb voice.
The
vocal
interplay
between Mick and Keith,
coupled with Billy Preston's
string synthesizer makes
"Memory Motel" their best
ballad ever; and that Is
saying
quite
a
lot
considering other Stones
triumphs like "Wild Horses"
and "Angje."

Learning how to perform
a waltz jump with
reasonable grace is one of
the talents young people
can learn by attending
the University's summer
sports school. What you
don't learn is how to
retain your chutzpah
while one of the News'
crated,
ice-skating
photographers tries to
capture your feat on
film.

**

C

Keep f o'e«s<* Saal
■or oa'aonal

• For the bride & groom's, and .ill
the bridesmaids', first pieces of wedding cake
• Both Plates to be personally inscribed on
special Keep Forever" Seals
• Keep Forever' ... the gifts that become
cherished keepsakes
Nontake s Keep Forever* Bridal Plate is the first piece of china the
newlyweds will use: to share their first piece ol wedding cake. Over
the years. Ihe couplo will lovingly use the Plate on anniversaries
and special occasions With this gift you have the unique pleasure
of inscribing the Keep Forever" Seal in your own handwriting
and helping to create a treasured memento
The Keep Forever- Bridesmaids Plate is that thoughtful
bridesmaid's gift every bride searches lor What better way for the
bode to lhank her bridesmaids than wilh .his Plate inscribed lo
each bridesmaid in ihe bride s own handwriting?
Crafted by Nontake in fine Ivory China with elegant raised
white and pastel wedding bell and floral decorations. Beautifully
boxed for gift gmng

K levers
Jewelers

525 Ridge St.

125 N. Main
353-6691

""wwwww

Hours: Mon.-Tues.-Thurs. 9:30-5:30
Morr.A Fri.ti/8
Sot. til 5
Closed Wednesday

rutY-ofis nzzu
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Calls learning experience 'super'

Mason returns from Russian trip
By Dick Rees
Sports Editor

Ron Mason called it a "super experience."
The Bowling Green hockey coach also learned quite a bit
during an 18-day seminar in Moscow, Russia, as a
participant in the "Physical Education and Sport in the
USSR" exchange program sponsored by Concordia
University in Montreal.
Mason recently returned from the USSR and indicated
that he plans to apply to the BG hockey program some ol
the ideas and coaching techniques that he learned.

were teaching," he explained. "But I knew a lot about the"
Russian system before I went."
Even so. the experience has brought about a subtly
change.

"I LEARNED a lot about conditioning and how far
ahead the Russians are than the US in that area," Mason
said. "A lot of it is just off-ice training, which I think is
valuable.
"I would like to implement a system of off-ice
conditioning for my players, but in college it's hard to do
with classes."
Mason said the hockey group of 40 coaches from all
levels got practical application of Russian coaching methods
right on the ice.
"They would bring in top junior teams and we would
watch how the practice was organized and how the coaches

"I'VE SAT down and done a lot of thinking about where
we're at here with our hockey program," Mason said. "I'm
trying to look at hockey players more analytically "
Mason, who along with 80 other coaches altogether, was*
chosen Irom more than 350 applicants, said it was a.
great honor to be included in the group
"We met with the top people-nationally-known coaches'
and the like- and everything was run very well." he said, "f
can't help but benefit from the experience."
Spending close to three weeks in a foreign country*
though, made Mason appreciate his home continent.

Gilmore is likely first choice

Ron Mason-back from learning experience in USSR.

Weinert picks aide
New head basketball Coach John Weinert has picked
Findlay College assistant Charles I'arkei to complete his
staff for the 1976-77 season.
Parker, who was chosen Irom more than SO applicants,
will join Mike Uncoined as Wenicit's assistant. fchrenfrred
was top varsity assistant under Pat Haley last winter

BG-lndians day set
The University Alumni Association is sponsoring a
Bowling Green -Cleveland Indians day Saturday. July 24 at
Cleveland Stadium
The Indians, currently in second place in (he American
League last, will meet the Detroit Tigers I ha I day at 2 p.m.
All University sliidenls. faculty and staff and their
friends can purchase regular $4 SO box Mats foi SI for the
game.

NEW YORK (AP)-Artis
Gilmore, the 7-2 center of
the Kentucky Colonels, will
cost SI.I million to the
National
Basketball
Association
team-most
likely
the
Chicago
Bulls--th.it picks hi in in the
dispersal draft of American
Basketball
Association
players.
NBA Commissioner Larry
O'Brien announced Tuesday
the price tags on Gilmore
and I ° other ABA players
who will be eligible for the
draft, scheduled later this
month.
THE OTHER high-priced
players
will
be
center-forward
Marvin
Barnes of the Utah Rockies,
$500,000; center-forward
Moses Malone of Utah,
$350,000; center-forward
Maunce Lucas of Kentucky,
$300,000; and guard Ron
Boone of Utah. $250,000.

Players from Kentucky
and Utah became eligible
for the draft when the NBA
expanded to 22 teams on
June 17 by adding four
ABA clubs-the
Denver
Nuggets. Indiana Pacers.
New York Nets and San
Antonio Spurs.
Kentucky claimed the
$3.2 million needed to join
the NBA was too expensive,
and the NBA decided not to
add Utah, a franchise which
had failed in St. Uiuis last
season.
The money from the
dispersal draft will go into a
fund which is expected to
he used, among other
tilings, to enable the
expansion teams to acquire
the contracts of the players
in the draft and satisfy their
obligations to the ABA
players and the ABA Players
Assiviat ion.
EACH TEAM drafting a
player will he required to

WMU. Alabama meet
Western Michigan University's basketball team will face
the University of Alabama, defending Southeastern
Conference champions, in a Dec. 2K meeting in
Bnmmghain. Ala . said Western Athletic Director Dr.
Joseph T. Ho)
The game will he held in the new 17,000-seat
Birmingham Civic Center, in its final stages of construction.
Both schools enjoyed bsnnet seasons In 1975-76 as
Alabama finished with a 23-S mark and ranked sixth
nationally while Western was 25-3 and was I Dili rated.

KRUL. THfc Rockers' MVP who hit 341 and set single
season records loi home runs, RBIs. hits and total bases,
has been assigned to Lakeland. I;la.. a farm club of the
Detioit Tigers

Tyson, who had inothei sear ol college eligibility left,
signed With the Cleveland Indians and was assigned 10 San
Jose o\ the California I eagne
Fismger. a righthanded pitcher, signed with the Oakland
A's and «a- issianed to Boise. Idaho, of the Northwest
League.

Forward-guard
Johnny
Neumann.
Kentucky.
$40,000.
guard
Allen
Muphy. Kentucky. $25,000;

Intramural notes

•ffi

July 29
July 2<>
Aug. 5
Aug. 5

Aug.;
Aug.:
Aug. 1
Aug. s>

NOTE: All summer IM activities will be scheduled
during the evening hours. 6:30-8 p.m.

Debbie Werner I. Toledo Start High School senior who
recently won the Ohio Class "AAA" 440 championship. ,S
one of five women track performers who have signed
national letters ol Intent to attend the University, women's
track coach Dave Williams has announced.
Wemeit also anchored Start's 8S0 and nule relay learns
to victories ai the state meet. Her best time is 57.2,almost,
two seconds below the BG record in that event.
BG'S OTHER recruits include Mary Zam ol Toledo
Bowsher the district high jump champion. Robin Manslield
of Continental, district 880 champion. Martha Greene of
Clyde. -140 runner and Diane llauiii.inu of Napoleon, i
hurdler and long jumper.

basketball among
featured events;
Games scheduled
to begin July 17

Dave Roberts sets world pole vault mark with I8-8V4
effort in Eugene. Ore. trials.

Olympic gymnast hopeful Kurt Pflieger flies through
the air on high bar dismount.

Marinaro signs contract with NY Jets
HEMPSTFAD.
NY.
(AP)-Running back
Fd
Marinaro stepped out from
behind Chuck Foreman's
shadow Tuesday and signed
a one-year contract with the
New York Jets
Marinaro was Foreman's
backfield partner with the
Minnesota
Vikings
last
season, That was not an
enviable position.
Foreman
rushed
for
1,070 yards and caught a
National
Football

league-leading 73 pastas
last
yea 1.
That made
Marinaro almost invisible in
the Minnesota offense, and
he played out his option
with the Vikings
HE DID catch 54 passes
for 4d2 yards but he carried
the ball only 101 times, an
average of just seven
attempts per game. By
comparison.
Foreman
earned 20 limes per game.
"I didn't have the

opportunity to run." said
Marinaro. "To be effective,
you need to get work.
Maybe I 5 carries a game. 1
never
got
that
at
Minnesota."
Getting work for him
won't be a problem for the
Jets. John Riggins. who last
year
became the first
1.000-yard rusher in club
history, also played out his

PAINTER'S!
PANTS I
1

I Levi Jean Sale? j
t
12"
* I

Washington

So New York had a
glaring hole in the backfield.
and Marinaro fills it.
Marinaro set an NCAA
record when he rushed for
4,715 yards in 27 varsity
games at Cornell.
He said his foui years at
Minnesota
had
been
somewhat frustrating:

I

Next to Big Mac-Wooster St A

BARGAIN PRICES'

1776
TOBACCO
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Put that In your pipe and smoke It
* SWEET BOSTON IA N
• TAVERN
* OLD DOMINION
* COUNTRY STORE
* NANTUCKET CHERRY
* GOLDEN EAGLE
• GEORGIA PEACH

!

"B'.TTAIS EM
antJthcQiSUKS.

25% OFF ON ALL PIPES
• G.B.D.

THE DEN
10-5 M-S

Save
the News

"1 HAD MY ups and
downs," he said. "1 didn't
become a regular until last
Season. That was my fourth
year with them and they
said I had matured and
come ot age. That was a lot
of garbage. I could have
been playing that way two
years before if I had had a
chance. It's been frustrating,
but it's gonna change now."

option and has sipted with

WILCOMI
TOTMI
D
M» «"TUAY.

SECOND TERM INTRAMURAL SCHEDULE
Slow-pitch Softball
Coed Softball
Tennis (singles)
Goll (individual!

Track recruits sign

track and field,
swimming and

***********************
Entries for the first term golf and tennis tournaments aie
due today in the Intramural office. 201 Memorial Hall.
Entnes are available from hall directors and at the IM
office. Play begins Tuesday.

THE DRAFT will be held
as soon as expansion
agreements with the ABA
teams are signed and a
district
court
gives
preliminary approval to the
proposed settlement with
the ABA players and the
ABA Players Association.
The
documents
are
expected to be signed and
presented to Judge Robert
Carter in Southern Distnct
Court in New York around
July 16, and the league said
the
dispersal
piobaMy
would take place within a
week after that.

almost completed;

EMU coach named
td Chlebek, assistant football coach at Notre Dame, was
named head coach at Eastern Michigan University recently.
Chlebek will replace George Mans, who resigned alter
coaching the Unions for'two SOMOnl
Chlebek spent the past season as coach ol quarterbacks
and receivers at Notre Dame, as well as directing the kicking
game for the Irish.

"EVEN THOUGH the accomodations weren't what we1
were used to, I enjoyed it." he said. "But 1 certainly
wouldn't want to live over there. The 'elite' people of their,
society live very well, hut not the others I'm glad to get
back here."
And the man who has steered the Falcon icers into
national prominence is hack with some fresh ideas that he'►
already prepanng to use this winter.

Training and trials

TU stars go pro
Foui members of the University of Toledo's l'l7ti
baseball leant have signed professional contracts
Thiee ol the loui--out fielder lenny Matus/.ek. shortstop
Terry Tyson and catcher Herb Krul--were taken in the pro
drat! while lire fourth, pitcher iohn Fismger. signed as a
free agent
Matus/ck. who hit .310 over fotll seasons and set Toledo
career records for base hits, total bases and runs scored.
signed a bonus contract with the Philadelphia Phillies. He
has been assigned to Penlsula, the Phils' Carolina league
club at Norfolk. Va.

Other players eligible for
the draft and their draft
prices: guard Bird Aventt,
Kentucky,
$125,000;
forward Steve Green, Utah,
$100,000; forward Jan van
Breda
Kolll. Kentucky.
$60,000;
forward-center
Randy Dent on, Utah, and
forward
Wilbert
Jones,
Kentucky. $50,000 apiece.

guards Freddie Lewis. Utah,
and
Louie
Dampier.
Kentucky, $20,000 each;
and guards Mike D'Antoni.
Mike
Barr and Barry
Parkhill, Utah, guard Jimmy
Dan Connor, Kentucky, and
forwards Jimmy Baker and
Ron Thomas. Kentucky.
SIS.000 apiece.

Summer Olympics just three weeks away

SPECIAL ATTR SCTIONS include a "Hehind-llie-lence"
party beginning at noon with refreshments (beer. pop.
sandwiches, potato salad), an opportunity to meet Indian
players, and a "Banner Da) " event, where the best banners,
posters and sipis will he shown on television.
All ticket ordeis must be received at the Alumni Office
by Friday. July Id.

MAC happenings

assume that player's ABA
contract. Any ABA player
not selected will be free to
sign with any NBA team.
The Bulls, who had the
worst record in the NBA
last season, have the No. I
pick in the draft and are
expected to take Gilmore,
the ABA's biggest player.
Gilmore had his best of his
five pro seasons in 1975-76.
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